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Solar Hot Water Celebration - Bello Hospital Wed 10th June 2015 

Acknowledged: CE - Stewart Dowrick, Media LO - Lyn Lelean, EO/DON – Kath Bowman, Dep. DON – Janelle 
Goodall, Capital Resources - Ken Meale, NUM’s & staff 
 
Apologies: Pauline Murphy & Charlotte Blesing (BHAG Committee), Earlier Bellingen E.Y.E. Youth, Brendan 
Graetz (Apricus), Paul Nebauer (BEF 2011), Ken Lloyd (Rotary), Mark McKiernan, Dr Teresa Beswick 
 
Welcome: Martin Hogan, Lisa Siegel & Ashley Graetz (NCPW + also representing Apricus) + other guests 
 
On behalf of Bellingen E.Y.E. & everyone who was involved in this project - to purchase a Solar Hot Water 
System for Hartley House via “Carbon Offset Credits & the Solar Offset Fund” I would like to thank the 
MNCLHD for arranging this celebration of yet another community project acknowledging the “Financial 
contribution via Bellingen E.Y.E. to enable this community project to be a reality” 
 
This is another great day for the community of Bellingen. 
 
This project has a long history that indirectly commenced in 2006. 
 
There are some people who played a crucial role in this project (please take some time to read the history 
timeline).  I would like to share their involvement though not in any particular order of significance. 
 
Fiona Crosskill & Martin Hogan started the conversation of harnessing power from the sun in 2006 when 

the Bellingen Shire Solar Energy Group (BSSEG) was formed & they also started the very successful 

Renewable Energy Fair (later called the bellingen Energy Festival) running it for two years & then run by 

Rotary. They coordinated a solar neighbourhood project with a company called Beyond Building Energy 

from Byron Bay which put very economical 1.5kw p v systems on 25 households using the $8,000 rebates 

available at the time & raised awareness in Bellingen about solar energy.  Many more households used 

local solar installers and took up the government rebates to put solar p v on their houses between 2007 

and 2009.  In October 2009 BSSEG was disbanded as most of its members had left Bellingen and $1,460 

they had raised was passed on to the EYE Solar Offset Fund for our hospital. 

Lisa Siegel founder of Bellingen E.Y.E. (Environmental Youth Experience) organised some social functions 

(Ball’s) for the young members & they wanted them to be Carbon Neutral.  To achieve this status money 

can be set aside as a Carbon Offset Credit.  Some organisations purchase trees however EYE in consultation 

with Martin Hogan wanted to do something different that would have an immediate positive impact on the 

environment & benefit our local community. The Solar Offset Fund was established.  Over the course of 3 

socials they raised $1,200. 

Martin Hogan’s name pops up in every conversation on renewable energy. Along with his earlier work with 

Fiona Crosskill & EYE, Martin developed the formula to calculate Carbon Offset Credits & unfortunately it 

remains a secret to this day!  Martin consulted extensively with Ken Meale in 2010 discussing the possibility 

of installing Solar Hot Water at Bellingen Hospital.  Data was collected, Martin calculated the size required 

& today we are benefiting from that earlier discussion. The funds raised by the Carbon Offset Credit 

program would contribute to the purchase of the system. 

BHAG had formed an ‘Infrastructure/Fix It Committee’ in late 2009 & they were included in that 

consultation with Ken Meale. They recommended that the old leaking roofs should be replaced before a 

Solar Hot Water System was installed & gave a verbal commitment to Stewart Dowrick during their 

inaugural meeting in August 2011.  New roofs were installed in 2013/14 & this re-opened the conversation 

to install Solar Hot Water.  BHAG became the negotiator & final driving force to bring this project to a 
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conclusion even though they were not the fundraiser.  This is another example of networking within our 

small community. 

Apricus & NCPW have been significant financial contributors.  In Sept 2011 during the Rotary Bellingen 

Energy Festival (coordinated by Paul Nebauer who unfortunately cannot be here today) Apricus donated an 

Apricus Solar Hot Water System.  It was auctioned & the entire proceeds of $4,100 were gifted to EYE’s 

Solar Offset Fund.  NCPW were the retail outlet handling all the paper work for the system. This was not the 

end of the generousity of these 2 companies. 

BHAG commenced negotiations with Apricus in 2013 and NCPW as the retail outlet.  After consultation with 

Ken Meale & Mark McKiernan in 2013/2014 NCPW were advised the specs required for the system & BHAG 

& EYE insisted on the more expensive but longer life Stainless Steel Tank. Substantial discounts were 

offered by both companies & a final quote was received on the 14/5/2014.  These negotiations achieved a 

30%+ discount of $3,062.73 on the RRP.  After GST Input Tax Credits & Rebates the net purchase cost was 

$7,086.91.  The generous contribution by Apricus & NCPW cannot be underestimated – thank you.  Adrian 

Hawke was the Apricus representative at the time (now Brendan Graetz) & Ashley Graetz is the proprietor 

of NCPW. 

EYE funds of $6,474.12 were donated 17/6/2014 however there was a shortfall of $612.79 of the purchase 
price.  Mark McKiernan (MNCLHD) agreed to proceed & pick up the difference.  The MNCLHD also paid for 
the installation & we are very grateful - thank you Mark. The $ savings in Gas costs should have been 
noticed already & with every day that the solar collectors heat the water the savings will continue.  The 
glass evacuated tubes will require regular cleaning as dust & algae/moss will grow on them but this is an 
easy task as I have done mine at home on a roof that has a greater pitch than HH. 
 
The system was finally installed in January 2015.  We are a persistent bunch! 
 
You may have observed that I am a great fan of Glass Evacuated Tube technology.  Apart from their 
efficiency, if one of the tubes is damaged the remaining tubes still produce hot water.  I have a broken tube 
at home (hail stone damage 18mths ago) & even tho’ I haven’t replaced it yet I still have hot water.  The 
cost for the tube was just a little over $30 & I have been advised that I can do this myself compared to 
replacing a solar panel where a tradesman is required to disconnect the damaged panel & then connect the 
new panel. 
 
I would like to thank Capital Resources for choosing Apricus as the preferred product. 
 
So today HH & therefore Bellingen Hospital financially benefits from the generousity of many persons.  The 
equipment does not save lives from a clinical perspective however it frees up funds in the budget that can 
be applied to the core medical business of our hospital.  In the past the cost of gas per annum has ranged 
from $12-17,000.  There will still be a gas bill however it should now be reduced. 
 
In closing I have heard a rumour that Hewitt Block is to be connected to the existing Apricus system on the 
Sub-Acute wing.  This will result in the entire hospital’s hot water serviced by the Sun (with gas back up).  
NOTE: This was confirmed by Ken Meale.  How good is that! 
Barb Moore 
 
 

 

 


